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Problem Statement–
AdBlocker Problem, their effects on Yahoo and strategies to tackle them

• Background: Online Advertising has always been the major profit churning strategy of I.T companies worldwide. It 

has helped to boost areas from E-Commerce to brick and mortar sales. Yahoo is one of the top companies in terms of 

online advertising with around 1 billion users of which 575 million utilizes its mobile platform. It provides 

advertisements through its various platforms like Yahoo Gemini, Ad Manager Plus, BrightRoll, APT, Ad Exchange 

and Flurry; along with social media platforms like Tumblr and Flickr. Yahoo expects its GAAP revenue to rise from 

$1.1 billion(2014) to $8.8 billion by 2020 through its 'Mavens'(Mobile-Video-Native-Social Media) offerings with a 

prioritized 'Mobile-first' strategy. Yahoo sells its advertising services through audience targeting, native ,video and 

premium advertising. But all this is changing rapidly due to AdBlockers.

• Problem Statement:    AdBlockers are apps/ softwares that are made for the sole purpose of filtering out ads . 

Although this helps in filtering out intrusive ads but it also affects online advertising industry adversely to a great 

extent(estimated loss of $22 Billion in 2015). Blunt adblocking can block useful and relevant ads and thereby 

cause degrading experience for users. There is also a risk where the AdBlockers may prevent actual contents from 

showing and can affect the accessibility of users worldwide. Rising popularity of AdBlockers has made the AdBlock

developers to make it a ‘paid for service’. Thereby allowing Ad-Publishing companies to tie-up with them and 

allowing them to decide those Ads to be whitelisted and those not. This can affect the basic neutrality in ad service 

and the relevance of ads based on online user behaviour. Adblockers drastically reduce the income earned by Yahoo 

that allows it to build elaborate entertainment, sophisticated and customized search engines and also providing 

contents to users at free of cost. Yahoo is able to optimize the search results and provide relevant data using 

analytics build upon the Click-Through information. But the prevention of the ads can put an end to this strategy. 

AdBlockers affect the internal organization through short to medium term financial losses in ad revenues and thereby 

impacting on its decisions like cutting down investments in projects based on the previous strategy, creating and 

adopting new strategy to tackle AdBlock problem, and reducing staff. Yahoo would also lose some of its market 

shares to its rivals like Apple who are capitalizing the AdBlock trend and are developing strategies to push further the 

already grave situation.
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Game-changing Ambidextrous Strategy to tackle AdBlockers

Game-changing strategies are the need of the hour for Yahoo to successfully tackle the AdBlocker problem. These 

different approaches can be adopted by Yahoo depending on the situation at that time. Therefore these strategic 

approaches are different from each other and at the same time helpful as they help in solving the problem from more 

than one perspective. They have to adopt an ambidextrous approach to tackle the problem from various sides and in 

different ways: 

1. Adopt ‘Adaptive strategy’ in the first place. Prevent Ads from being 'caveat', 'intrusive' and 'irrelevant' . To achieve 

this Yahoo have to depend on Analytics. They have to restructure to create an 'internal ecosystem' to promote 

innovative ideas within it. Data has to be collected through 'click through rates'(CTR), browsing history ,blog sites, 

social media, location services etc. This data can be used to create Ads(by Yahoo and their clients) that are of relevance 

and thereby promoting these ads on relevant landing pages. The search results can also be optimized by Yahoo by 

utilizing the data collected to provide relevant ads and search results based on user behaviour. The innovative ideas 

can then be used to suggest clients to make Ads delightful and have a fresh look . Ads can also have social messages, 

promoting products to fund charity/causes present in a unique way so that it will be noticed and can get promotion 

through shares and click through with advertising done by users itself. This can help in gaining profit without extra 

investment in further expansion of the outreach of advertisements.
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2. Adopt 'Shaping' Approach and tie up with other players in the advertising domain like Google, AOL, Amazon 

etc(similar companies that will face certain loss with the advent of AdBlockers) to 'create an 'external ecosystem’ that 

helps in promoting relevant ads based on an external strategy to help out in the time of the common crisis. The "United 

We Stand" approach can help  advertising services companies to face issues legally and to come up with innovative 

and unique methods to beat the AdBlockers. This collaborative effort may also trigger revolutionary changes in 

advertising methods and bring about changes in the present advertising policies. The companies could take a common 

stand in preventing invasive, irrelevant, harmful ads and promote relevant ads based on the data they have collected and 

analysed; Thereby preventing users to depend on AdBlockers. In short turning  its M.A.V.E.N to R.A.V.E.S(Relevant and 

Value generation with exceptional Experience and  share-worthy Story).

3. Adopt a 'Visionary' Strategy through tie-up with major Adblocking Company/Companies and promote them so as 

to whitelist Yahoo. This can be a symbiotic strategy where the concerned AdBlocking company gets promoted and gain 

a foothold in the rising AdBlock applications/softwares domain and be a step ahead of their competitors. Yahoo will gain 

out of this by getting itself whitelisted from the AdBlockers, generating a revenue through AdBlocker ads and also will 

be able to utilize this relationship to move ahead in competition. This strategy will also help Yahoo in the distant future 

if at all any another AdBlocker Problem arises. Visionary Approach can also be used to bring out premium paid service 

where ads will not be shown to those who opt out of it and will be shown only to those who don’t adopt the premium 

service. 
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Post-Strategy Effects and its Measurement

Adaptive Strategy Effects:

Adaptive strategy has to be used to provide the best user experience and promoting ads in such a way that it doesn't 

become caveat. For this Yahoo has to analyse and find out the reasons why 'Dropouts' occur and how can it be 

prevented? Marketing research into the topic will throw some light into the matter. Yahoo using this data can prevent 

irrelevant, intrusive, inappropriate ad being shown to the users. Yahoo can also suggest their clients to produce 

innovative ads that would catch the attention of its users. Also the relevant ads will be welcomed by the users at it will 

cut short the time consumed by users to access a particular content or purchase over the internet. Thereby in achieving 

Precise Targeting of users Yahoo could turn over its business from the threat it faced from AdBlockers.

Measurement of effects of Adaptive strategy:

1. Less dependence on AdBlockers by the users when they find the ads are relevant, appropriate, native, non-intrusive 

and innovative.

2. Surge in CTR(Click-Through-Rates). Thereby helping in more data collection and analysis for further improvment

and predicting user behaviour to cater their needs.

3. Increase of Unique Visitors to relevant pages. The native ads provides relevant ads that will be of importance to the 

user at that specific moment.

4. Less number of exit-pages in the website, can be measured as an indicator for measuring the attitude of users towards 

the present non-intrusive, relevant ads.

5. Decrease in bounce-rates also indicate the success of new strategy developed for ad service.
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Post-Strategy Effects and its Measurement

Shaping Strategy Effects:

Yahoo can create an external ecosystem with other ad service companies to promote advertisements that are relevant, 

non-intrusive, and innovative. For this they have to convince other advertising companies too. They can use analytics to 

demonstrate the benefits of such ads. Thus creating a new policy in ad services and thereby technologically and legally 

confront the ad block problem. This strategy will also help in the internal ecosystem of yahoo by promoting new ideas 

and innovation that will help in future business prospects.

Measurement of effects of Shaping strategy:

1.Using Surveys/pop-quizzes and collecting feedback from users about their experience in the new ads developed. Will 

give an idea about whether the users found the ads relevant.

2.Checking the CTR and measuring bounce rates will help Yahoo to measure if the new strategy is successful.

3.Collecting feed back from the clients(advertisers) about the sale and income growth received after the introduction 

of the this strategy.

4.Overall analysis of other companies performance with the introduction of the new  ad service policy.

5.Analysis of AdBlocker downloads and usage after the game changing strategy.

6.To check whether the ad featuring pages are exit-pages.

7. Comparison of revenue of Yahoo before and after the strategy application.
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Post-Strategy Effects and its Measurement

Visionary Strategy Effects:

Visionary strategy is utilized here in two ways. One is through tie-up with AdBlockers to whitelist Yahoo and other is to 

start premium services that do not promote ads. The first way would help in generating the existing revenue from ads as 

they adblocker has whitelisted Yahoo. It will require some cost for maintaining this. But will be profitable to Yahoo in 

the long run. Promoting these adblocks through yahoo also will make sure the popularity of that particular 

AdBlocker/s remain thereby sustaining Yahoo's business. The second approach is through starting up 'Premium service' 

which is a paid service. This allows users to access contents without viewing ads. Basically paying Yahoo to opt out 

from ads. This again requires segregation of services and investment. But will  generate revenue in the long run and 

drastically reduce the threat from AdBlockers in the furure.

Measurement of effects of Visionary strategy:

1. Revenue Measurement. No reduction in revenue with this strategy approach in future. Help to stand out from other 

adservice providers.

2.Premium service users feedback will convey the success rate of this approach. Again this can be used as an indicator 

of the strategy effect.

3.A new business model in dealing with future problems similar to AdBlockers.

4. Comparative Analysis through Customer Analytics, Marketing Analytics, Operation Analaytics also will help to 

give a clear idea about the post-strategy scenario and also helps in further development of this approach.


